On the interpretation of the number attraction effect: Response time evidence
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**Abstract**

Speakers frequently make subject–verb number agreement errors in the presence of a local noun with a different number from the head of the subject phrase. A series of four experiments used a two-choice response time (RT) paradigm to investigate how the latency of correct agreement decisions is modulated by the presence of a number attractor, and to investigate the relative latency of errors and correct agreement decisions. The presence of a number attractor reliably increased correct RT, and the size of this RT effect was consistently larger in conditions that also had larger effects on accuracy. Number attraction errors, however, were similar in RT to correct responses in the same experimental condition. These results are interpreted as supporting a model according to which an intervening number attractor makes the agreement computation process more difficult in general [Eberhard, K. M., Cutting, J. C., & Bock, K. (2005). Making sense of syntax: Number agreement in sentence production. Psychological Review 112, 531–559], with errors arising probabilistically. However, attraction from a non-intervening noun resulted in only mildly inflated correct RT, but dramatically inflated error RT, suggesting that non-intervening attraction errors may reflect confusion about the structure of the subject phrase.

**Introduction**

Over the past two decades, the question of what factors govern agreement behavior has been a major focus of language production research. In large part, this interest is due to the observation that agreement is inconsistent in use, and to the discovery by Bock and Cutting (1992); Bock and Eberhard (1993); Bock and Miller (1991) that it is relatively easy to elicit subject–verb number agreement errors in the laboratory. Bock and colleagues developed a technique in which a participant hears a subject phrase containing a head noun and a subsequent noun (e.g., the key to the cabinets) and is instructed to repeat this phrase and continue it however he or she sees fit. Notably, agreement errors tend to occur when the second noun in this phrase (hereafter, the local noun) has a different number from the head noun (e.g., 'The key to the cabinets are on the table'). This effect is known as number attraction. It has since become clear that these errors occur in a range of languages (e.g., Hartsuiker, Schriefers, Bock, & Kikstra, 2003; Vigliocco, Butterworth, & Semenza, 1995; Vigliocco, Hartsuiker, Jarema, & Kolk, 1996), and that subject–predicate gender agreement (Badecker & Kuminiak, 2007; Vigliocco & Franck, 1999, 2001; Vigliocco & Zilli, 1999), pronoun–antecedent gender agreement (Meyer & Bock, 1999), and pronoun–antecedent number agreement (Bock, Eberhard, & Cutting, 2004; Bock, Nicol, & Cutting, 1999), are also error-prone when an "attracting" element is present. Moreover, the presence of a number attractor can also interfere with agreement processing in comprehensiveness (e.g., Nicol, Forster, & Veres, 1997; Perlmutter, Garnsey, & Bock, 1999).

The initial studies by Bock and colleagues identified several factors that increase or decrease the frequency of number attraction errors. Since these studies, there has been intensive investigation of a wide range of such factors. One robust finding is that errors are more common when the head noun is singular and the local noun is plural.
Bock, Eberhard, Cutting, Meyer, and Schriefers (2001). In has been replicated in Dutch and English experiments by notational plurality of the local noun does not drive the effect of grammar, a local plural is an especially effective attractor, and Cutting (1992), is that attraction is substantially reduced by Vigliocco et al. (1995) in Italian. The finding that the notional plurality of the local noun does not drive the effect has been replicated in Dutch and English experiments by Bock, Eberhard, Cutting, Meyer, and Schriefers (2001). In sum, a local plural is an especially effective attractor, and this is due to its grammatical number, rather than to regular plural morphology or to notional number.

Another common finding, initially reported by Bock and Cutting (1992), is that attraction is substantially reduced when the local noun is within an embedded clause, either a noun complement clause (e.g., The report that they controlled the fires) or a relative clause (e.g., The editor who rejected the books), compared to when the noun is within a prepositional phrase (e.g., The editor of the history books). Nicol (1995) and Solomon and Pearlmutter (2004) have since replicated the relative clause finding in English. Experiments in both French and English by Franck, Vigliocco, and Nicol (2002) suggest that this reduction in number attraction may be due to the fact that a local noun within a clausal modifier is relatively deeply embedded in the syntactic structure of the subject phrase, i.e., is structurally quite distant from the root node of the phrase. Franck et al. manipulated the number of each of three nouns in a preamble, in a configuration in which all three were within the same clause (e.g., The statue(s) in the garden(s) by the mansion(s)). In these experiments, the second noun, but not the third, was an effective attractor. It appears that a deeply-embedded local noun is a relatively ineffective attractor, whether or not it is in the same clause as the head noun.

The main goal of the present work is to assess a particular view of how number attraction comes about. According to this view, a local noun with a number feature that mismatches the number of the head noun generally makes the process of deciding whether the verb should be singular or plural more difficult, by decreasing the quality, or clarity, of the number information available to the speaker. It is a consequence of this equivocal representation of subject number that the output of the agreement computation process is relatively variable. Putting this slightly differently, the view under consideration proposes that the presence of a number attractor always affects the process of agreement computation, whether or not an error is actually made, and that errors themselves arise on a purely probabilistic basis. As discussed below, this view is implicit in the recent computational model of Eberhard, Cutting, and Bock (2005).

This explanation of number attraction contrasts with the view that is dominant in the literature. It is generally argued that when a speaker erroneously produces a plural verb after a subject phrase like The key to the cabinets, she does so because something has gone awry within the agreement computation process on that particular occasion. Specifically, the number feature of the local noun has interfered with the usual process, so that it is this noun’s number feature, rather than the head noun’s number feature, that is transmitted to the verb. According to what is perhaps the best-known explanation of this sort, errors arise when the number feature on the local noun “percolates” up the syntactic structure of the subject phrase to the root node of this phrase (Bock & Eberhard, 1993; Eberhard, 1997; Franck et al., 2002; Vigliocco et al., 1995). Once this number feature has been instantiated on the root node, it is visible to the mechanism that assigns verb number. Additionally, it is assumed that on those occasions when percolation takes place, the head noun’s number is not visible to the agreement computation process, as it is displaced from the root node by the local noun’s number.

One motivating virtue of the alternate perspective to be assessed here is that a similar approach has been useful in modeling variable behavior in a wide range of decision situations and tasks. In interpreting data from lexical decision, perceptual categorization, or recognition memory tasks, it is tempting to regard the actual decision on each trial as indicative of an underlying representational state. For example, it appears natural to assume that when a participant in a lexical decision experiment indicates that a given stimulus is a word, a particular word representation has been activated, and this activation has given rise to a “word” response. But in fact, there are impressive models of lexical decision performance (e.g., Ratcliff, Gomez, & McKoon, 2004) which assume that the participant’s response is irreducibly probabilistic: While the strength of lexical activation determines the probability that a “word” response will be issued, for any given level of lexical activation it is still the case that some “word” responses and some “nonword” responses will occur. Thus, the very same stimulus may give rise to a “word” response on one trial, and may give rise to a “nonword” response on another trial, with no cognitively interpretable representations or processes differing between the two trials. Similarly, current models of perceptual categorization (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997; Nosofsky & Stanton, 2005; Rouder & Ratcliff, 2004) and old–new recognition memory judgment (Nosofsky & Stanton, 2006) assume that response probabilities are determined by the similarity of test items to stored exemplars or prototypes, but that the very same stimulus may be categorized in different ways on different trials, and this does not reflect a difference between trials in the representation of the stimulus itself. Thus, the perspective on subject–verb number agreement to be investigated here assumes commonalities between decision processes in these other cognitive domains and a particular decision process that takes place in the course of language...
production. The proposal that such production decisions may have a probabilistic component is not novel, however; Dell (1986), for example, models speech errors such as slips of the tongue as arising from a noisy (i.e., stochastic) spreading activation process.

The remainder of this introduction proceeds as follows. The next section describes the Eberhard et al. (2005) model, as an example of a model claiming that a number attractor exerts a consistent influence on the valuation of subject phrase number, and that the final process of assigning verb number is probabilistic. The subsequent section lays out the response time (RT) predictions that emerge from such a model, and describes previous research bearing on these predictions. Finally, the experiments to be presented here will be previewed.

The marking and morphing model (Eberhard et al., 2005)

The marking and morphing model predicts the probability that a plural verb will be produced on the basis of head noun number, local noun number, and notional factors. The gist of the model is as follows. Number values associated with individual words and syntactic nodes are represented on a scale from 1 (unambiguously plural) to −1 (unambiguously singular). The root node of the subject phrase is marked with its own number value, directly from the message level of the production system, based on the notional number of the intended referent. This value is represented as \( S(n) \) in the equation below. In addition, each morpheme in the subject phrase is potentially a source of number information, and this information, when present, is symbolized by the \( S(m_i) \) in the equation below. Finally, each morpheme has a weighted connection to the root node, and these are symbolized by \( w_j \). The all-in (or “reconciled”) number valuation of the subject phrase, \( S(r) \), is the sum of the message-level valuation and the weighted sum of the morpheme valuations.

\[
S(r) = S(n) + \sum w_j \times S(m_i)
\]

When \( S(r) \) is very small or very large, the subject phrase is, for the purposes of computing verb agreement, unequivocally singular or plural, respectively. But when \( S(r) \) has an intermediate value, the number of the subject phrase is not clearly singular or plural, but falls somewhere along a singular-to-plural continuum. Number attraction emerges from this model because the value of the summation term depends on number information from both the head noun and any local noun(s). The mismatch asymmetry and structural depth effects emerge as follows. Singular and plural values for count nouns are 0 and 1, respectively, reflecting the assumption (also made by the percolation account) that plural number is grammatically and morphologically marked while singular is an unmarked or default value. Consequently, only plural count nouns affect the summation term. The reduction of attraction when the local noun is deep within the subject phrase follows from an assumption that syntactic connections with more intermediate links have a decreased weight.

It is clear that there are notional number effects on agreement, most notably the tendency to produce plural verbs with collective singular head nouns (e.g., army, team; Bock et al., 1999, 2004; Humphreys & Bock, 2005), which will be discussed in more detail below. In the Eberhard et al. model, these effects are due to message-level effects on the \( S(n) \) term. The model also predicts that head noun collectivity and local noun number should have additive effects on the “all-in” number valuation of the subject phrase, which is generally consistent with the literature (e.g., Haskell & MacDonald, 2003, though cf. Bock et al., 1999). (The potential interaction between these factors is also investigated in the current study; it is important to note that because of the logistic transformation relating \( S(r) \) to the probability of a plural verb (described below), additivity at the level of \( S(r) \) does not necessarily imply additivity in terms of response proportions.) Furthermore, the model correctly predicts that local noun collectivity should have no effect whatsoever on agreement, due to the fact that local noun collectivity does not affect the \( S(n) \) term.

In the Eberhard et al. model, the link between \( S(r) \) and verb number is effected by way of a logistic transformation that directly predicts the probability of plural agreement based on the value of \( S(r) \): \( 1 / [1 + \exp( - S(r) + b)] \), where \( b \) is a bias term. Eberhard et al. estimated the values of four free parameters based on data aggregated from many studies of number agreement in English: the value of \( S(n) \) when there was notional ambiguity in the subject phrase, the weight parameters for the head noun and the local noun, and the bias parameter. The value of the bias parameter was estimated to be 3.42; thus, any value of \( S(r) \) below 3.42 leads to a majority of singular responses, and any value above 3.42 leads to a majority of plural responses. These values were then used to predict response proportions in a series of new experiments, and the model did make impressively accurate predictions relating features of the head noun and the local noun (not all of which have been discussed here) to response proportions.

For present purposes, a critical claim is that only \( S(r) \) is accessible to the mechanism that computes verb number; the various values that have entered into the computation of \( S(r) \) are invisible to this mechanism. Four aspects of this claim are of special interest. First, the value of \( S(r) \) does not vary from one utterance of a given subject phrase to another. Second, \( S(r) \) is a continuous rather than discrete variable, and it can take values that are not easily interpreted as either singular or plural. When \( S(r) = 4 \), for example, we might say that for the purpose of computing agreement, the subject phrase is slightly plural. Third, whether a number attraction error (or, for that matter, an instance of notional agreement with a collective) occurs on a given trial depends only probabilistically, not deterministically, on \( S(r) \). Finally, the logistic transformation that relates \( S(r) \) to the probability of producing a singular or plural verb is, of course, not intended as a description of how \( S(r) \) is translated into verb number in a given instance. The equation is a stand-in for a model of a probabilistic process taking \( S(r) \) as input and delivering verb number as output.

Response time predictions

The experiments to be presented here were designed to test a set of predictions emerging from the claim that a
number attractor affects the representation of subject phrase number on all trials, with number attraction errors arising from a probabilistic decision process. These predictions relate to the latency of the process of computing verb number. The experiments made use of a paradigm in which it was possible to measure on each trial both the outcome of the agreement computation process and its latency.

The first and most general prediction is that a number attractor should increase the time it takes to compute verb number, even when the speaker ultimately produces the correct verb form. This prediction follows from the assumption common to many decision models (see, e.g., Ratcliff & Smith, 2004) that as the evidence entering into a decision process becomes more equivocal, the process takes longer to complete. In the terms of the marking and morphing model described above, a number attractor makes the midpoint between singular and plural (i.e., 3.42); when is close to 3.42, the process of determining verb number will be slowed, however the process ultimately terminates. A second, closely related prediction is that the degree of slowing should correspond to the strength of the number attraction effect: Manipulations that modulate the error rate should similarly modulate the latency of the decision process, with the process being more slowed when the error rate is higher. In the terms of Ratcliff’s (1978) well-known diffusion model, for example, manipulations of task difficulty affect the mean rate with which evidence accumulates in favor of the correct response. In fact, in a wide range of cognitive paradigms response latency is found to be even more sensitive than response proportions to manipulations of task difficulty (see Luce, 1986, for extensive discussion).

There is suggestive, if inconclusive, evidence from two previous studies (Haskell & MacDonald, 2003; Nicol et al., 1997) bearing on these issues. Nicol et al. (1997, Experiment 1), using the “maze” buttonpress paradigm (Freedman & Forster, 1985), found that participants were slower to continue a sentence with a correctly number-inflected verb when the subject phrase was in the SP configuration than when the subject phrase was in the SS configuration. However, the form of the effect is puzzling, as RTs in the SP configuration were actually very similar to RTs in the PP and PS configurations.

Haskell and MacDonald (2003) conducted the only study using a spoken production paradigm that has collected both response proportion and RT data. On each trial, the participant read a subject phrase (e.g., the key to the cabinets) and an adjective (e.g., rusty), and was instructed to produce a question asking whether the subject had the property in question (Was the key to the cabinets rusty?). In earlier work, Vigliocco and Nicol (1998) had demonstrated that the rate of attraction errors in the production of such questions is quite similar to the error rate in declarative sentences, even though in the question configuration the local noun does not intervene linearly between the head noun and the verb. Haskell and MacDonald found that a plural local noun increased the proportion of plural auxiliaries, though the attraction effect they obtained was quite small (cf. Vigliocco & Nicol, 1998). Critically, however, a plural local noun also increased speech initiation latency when participants produced a singular auxiliary. (Haskell and MacDonald did not analyze RT for those trials on which a plural was produced, as there were very few relevant data points in some conditions. Though there were 56 participants in their experiment, there were only five observations in each experimental condition, per participant.)

In addition, Haskell and MacDonald manipulated whether the head noun was a singular count noun referring to an individual (e.g., player), or a singular collective noun (e.g., team). Replicating earlier work, Haskell and MacDonald found that a collective head noun increased the proportion of plural verbs. They also found that speech initiation latency was increased when participants used a singular verb with a collective noun. There was no interaction on the RT measure between head noun collectivity and local noun number; an apparent interaction on the response proportion measure is difficult to interpret, due to ceiling effects, as essentially no errors were made in the easiest condition. The relationship between response proportions and RT was also obtained in a comparison of individual items, with longer RTs occurring for those items that were most likely to elicit variable responses.

Haskell and MacDonald attributed these effects to “partial activation of both singular and plural verb forms” (p. 765), with competition between the two partially-activated forms taking some time to resolve. In fact, there is nothing in these results that directly suggests partial activation of two verb forms, though they do suggest that both the notional number of the head of the subject phrase and the grammatical number of a local noun influence the difficulty of some stage(s) of the process of selecting an appropriate verb form, not only on those trials on which the output of the process clearly reflects the influence of these factors, but also on those trials on which this is not the case.

It is important to note, however, that there is a plausible alternate account of each of the key latency findings, stemming from the fact that sentence initiation latencies in Haskell and MacDonald’s experiment may not reflect only the time required to select the form of the fronted auxiliary. These latencies may reflect, in whole or in part, the time required to plan later constituents, specifically the subject phrase itself. If the subject phrase contains mismatching number features, a delay in speech onset could result from the necessity of keeping track of these features. When a participant must remember a subject phrase such as the actor in the weekend performances, and then repeat this phrase as part of a question, he or she must encode and retrieve information about which of two distinct number features goes with which noun, and the cost of such memory and retrieval processes cannot be ruled out as an explanation of the effect of a mismatching local noun on speech initiation latency. On the other hand, if the head of the subject phrase is a collective noun such as cast or family, a delay in speech onset could reflect the time needed to decide whether to construe this noun as distributive, referring to multiple individuals, or as genuinely collective, referring to a group (Humphreys & Bock, 2005). Thus, the delay due to a collective head noun could be attributed to message-level planning, rather than to agreement computation. In sum, Haskell and
MacDonald's latency findings are suggestive, but they require replication in a paradigm in which the latency of verb form selection is not confounded with the latency of subject phrase planning.

Thus, there is already some evidence from previous studies supporting the idea that correct verb agreement decisions are slowed in the presence of a number attractor. However, in one case (Nicol et al., 1997) the data pattern is not entirely clear, while in the other case (Haskell & MacDonald, 2003) the effects appear to be open to alternate interpretations. There is, to date, no evidence bearing on the question of whether the size of any RT effect is modulated by the same factors that increase or decrease the rate of number attraction errors.

An additional prediction that the present experiments were designed to test is that instances in which speakers do and do not make number attraction errors should be associated with essentially similar decision latencies. Error responses in two-choice RT tasks are, in fact, sometimes faster than correct responses, and sometimes slower. Ratcliff and McKoon (2008) point out that until relatively recently modelers had been unable to account for this variability. But Ratcliff, Van Zandt, and McKoon (1999) have shown that the diffusion model can generate both fast errors and slow errors if it is assumed that there is random trial-to-trial variability in the rate of evidence accumulation and in the starting point (i.e., bias) of the decision process. Nevertheless, the most straightforward prediction of an account on which both errors and correct responses emerge from a single probabilistic decision process is that the RTs associated with each response type should be roughly similar. In cognitive terms, a pattern in which error responses are systematically faster than correct responses might suggest that a “fast-guess” process, distinct from the normal process of computing subject–verb number agreement, is operative on some percentage of trials. On the other hand, if error RT is dramatically slower than correct RT, this might suggest that a number attractor occasionally triggers substantial confusion, either about the identity of the head noun or about its number feature, and that errors arise disproportionately from these instances.

In sum, the experiments to be presented here were designed to test three predictions arising from an account of number attraction like that of Eberhard et al., which claims that a number attractor generally affects the difficulty of agreement computation, with errors arising probabilistically: (a) that the presence of a number attractor increases RT for correct responses as well as inducing attraction errors; (b) that the sizes of these two effects are related, with a higher error rate corresponding to more slowing; and (c) that correct and erroneous agreement decisions in the presence of a number attractor are similar in latency. In the general discussion, the question is raised of whether there are other accounts of number attraction, such as the retrieval-based account proposed by Badecker and Kuminiak (2007), that could account for these RT patterns.

Overview of the experiments

To test the predictions just described, four experiments were carried out using a new experimental paradigm. In this paradigm, participants read a subject phrase presented one word at a time at a constant rate (i.e., rapid serial visual presentation, or RSVP; Potter, 1984), then made a speeded decision as to which of two verb forms would provide a grammatical continuation of the sentence. The dependent measures were the response proportions and RT associated with this choice of verb form. A relatively large number of trials were presented in each experimental condition, which allowed for an examination of the relative latency of correct and error RTs, as most participants made number attraction errors.

Experiment 1 replicated Haskell and MacDonald’s (2003) design, manipulating head noun collectivity and local noun number. Experiments 2 and 3 investigated whether and how the mismatch asymmetry and syntactic depth effects are manifested in the RT measure. Experiment 4 investigated whether interference from an attractor that is outside the verb’s clause (e.g., Bock & Miller, 1991; Franck, Lassi, Frauenfelder, & Rizzi, 2006) has a similar RT profile to the standard type of intervening attraction, addressing the issue of whether non-intervening attraction arises from the same process as standard “intervening” attraction. To preview a critical aspect of the results, the present experiments succeeded, without exception, in replicating the effects on accuracy that have been previously reported in the literature. As will be discussed below, this finding is critical in justifying inferences about the production process based on RT patterns in the present paradigm.

Experiment 1

Replicating the design used by Haskell and MacDonald (2003), two factors were manipulated in Experiment 1: the number of a local noun within a prepositional phrase following the head noun, and whether the head noun denoted an individual or a collective (e.g., leader vs. gang). A sample set of experimental materials is shown in (1):

(1) a. The leader with the dangerous rival (SS individual)
b. The leader with the dangerous rivals (SP individual)
c. The gang with the dangerous rival (SS collective)
d. The gang with the dangerous rivals (SP collective)

A replication of Haskell and MacDonald’s latency effects using the present paradigm would suggest that these effects are not due to the process of planning the subject phrase, and would reinforce the interpretation of these effects as reflecting difficulty related to the process of agreement computation itself. The present experiment included 18 observations per participant in each experimental condition (72 experimental trials overall), intermixed with a large number of fillers, permitting examination of the relative latencies of singular and plural RTs.

Method

Participants

Experiment 1 had 32 participants. In this and all subsequent experiments, participants were members of the University of Massachusetts community who were native
speakers of English, and who were naïve to the experimental hypotheses. Participants in this and all subsequent experiments received either course credit or $10. No one participated in more than one experiment. One participant was excluded from Experiment 1 and replaced due to a large number of responses that exceeded the response deadline.

Materials

Seventy-two experimental fragments were created by adapting items used in three published studies of number agreement in production (Bock et al., 1999; Haskell & MacDonald, 2003; Humphreys & Bock, 2005). Each of these fragments began with the definite article and a noun, followed by a prepositional phrase that contained a local noun, with four versions of each fragment created as described above. The fragments ranged from five to eight words in length, with 6-, 7-, and 8-word fragments including modifiers before either the head noun or the local noun, or both (e.g., The ballet dancer under the bright lights). The items were separated into four lists, with each list containing 18 items in each of the four experimental conditions, and with each item appearing in one of its versions on each list. The items used in this and subsequent experiments are presented in the Supplementary materials.

The 72 experimental fragments were combined with 192 filler fragments, also ranging in length from five to eight words. These fillers included 40 fragments with a coordinated subject phrase (e.g., The sail and the mast), 40 in which the initial noun was modified by an object-extracted relative clause, while the second noun was the subject of this relative clause (e.g., The rose bush that the gardeners), and 40 in which the initial noun was the matrix subject, while the second noun was the subject of a complement clause (e.g., The diplomat believes that the guards). For all 120 of these fragments, the correct response was plural. An additional 36 fillers used a structure in which the initial noun was modified by a subject-extracted relative clause (e.g., The judge who presided over the trial), and a final 36 used the same structure as the experimental items (i.e., prepositional phrase after head noun), but were designed to investigate an unrelated question that will not be discussed here. For these 72 fillers, the correct response was singular. In sum, the correct response was singular for 144 of the 264 items overall (assuming that singular is regarded as the “correct” verb number with collective head nouns; see below). The 264 items were presented to each participant in an individually randomized order.

Procedure

The experiments were carried out on an IBM-compatible computer running the E-Prime experimental software (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002), in a normally-illuminated room, with the participants sitting a natural distance from the keyboard and monitor. Each trial consisted of the following sequence of events. To initiate the trial, the participant pressed the spacebar. Then a fixation cross was presented at the center of the screen for 1 s. After a 150 ms blank screen, the fragment was presented one word at a time, at the center of the screen, in 14-point Times New Roman font. Each word was displayed for 250 ms, with a 150 ms interstimulus interval (ISI), for a total stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 400 ms. After the final 150 ms ISI, the words WAS and WERE were presented on either side of the center of the screen, in uppercase letters. Participants were instructed to select the verb form that would provide a grammatical continuation of the sentence, by pressing either the F or J key on the computer keyboard. For uniformity across participants, the dominant hand was always used for the singular response. If the participant did not respond within 1200 ms of the onset of the response options, a tone was heard and the words “TOO SLOW” appeared on the screen. Pilot work indicated that participants would have little difficulty making a response before this deadline on most trials, and that response accuracy would be within a targeted range, i.e., below ceiling but well above chance. If the participant did make a response within 1200 ms, this response was followed by the word “CORRECT” or “INCORRECT” in the center of the screen.

It is important to note that in order to provide feedback on every trial, it was necessary to code a singular verb response in all four of the experimental conditions as correct, and to code a plural verb response as incorrect. Arguably, plural agreement with collective heads is not incorrect, even for speakers of American English (see Bock et al., 2006), and therefore this feedback might have distorted participants’ natural response patterns. However, the rate of plural agreement with collective heads in this experiment was, as noted below, entirely consistent with previously reported estimates in the literature, suggesting that the negative feedback for plural responses did not effectively suppress such responses. For consistency, plural responses will also be referred to here as “errors”.

Prior to beginning the experiment, participants read instructions describing the task and emphasizing the importance of both speed and accuracy. Each experimental session began with twelve practice trials, followed by an opportunity to ask questions of the experimenter. Each experimental session lasted approximately 45 min.

Results

Fewer than 1.5% of experimental trials were excluded from the experiment due to responses missing the 1200 ms deadline (32 of 2304 trials). The barplot in Fig. 1 shows the mean correct and error RT in each condition, averaging over individual trials, with error bars representing the standard error of the mean. In this and subsequent figures, correct RT is represented by black bars, and error RT by gray bars. The proportion correct in each condition is also provided in the figure, beneath the condition labels. The main data patterns are clear. The experimental manipulations had approximately additive effects on response proportions, and also had approximately additive effects on correct RT. Error responses occurred more frequently, and correct responses took longer, when the head noun was a collective and when the local noun was plural. Error RT was longer than correct RT in the conditions with a singular local noun, but error and correct RT were very similar in the conditions with a plural local noun.
Statistical analyses of the proportion of correct responses were carried out using mixed-effects logistic regression (Jaeger, 2008), with subjects and items as crossed random factors and with head noun type and local noun number, and their interaction, as fixed effects. This analysis allows simultaneous generalization to populations of subjects and items, and avoids spurious effects that can arise when proportion data are analyzed using traditional ANOVA; see Jaeger (2008) for extensive discussion. Analyses were carried out using R, an open-source programming language and environment for statistical computing (R Development Core Team, 2007), and in particular the lme4 package for linear mixed-effects models (Bates, 2005). The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1, which is to be read as follows. The intercept parameter estimate is the log odds of a correct response in the SP collective condition; the fact that this estimate is significant indicates that participants were above chance performance in this condition. The significant parameter estimates associated with an individual head noun, and with a singular local noun, indicate that each of these manipulations further increased the odds of a correct response. Finally, the non-significant, but positive, interaction parameter estimate indicates that though there was a trend toward a further increase in accuracy in the SS individual condition, this increase was not statistically significant.

To assess experimental effects on the latency of singular responses, a linear mixed model was fit to the data with RT as the dependent measure, with subjects and items as crossed random factors, and with head noun type and local noun number, and their interaction, as fixed effects. Again, this analysis allows simultaneous generalization to populations of subjects and items. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 2; the parameter estimates in this table correspond to millisecond values. An individual head noun decreased correct RT by about 27 ms, and a singular local noun decreased correct RT by about 66 ms; both of these parameter estimates were significant. The estimate of the interaction effect (10 ms) did not approach significance. (Note that all p-values were computed based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, as recommended by Baayen, Davidson, and Bates (2008).)

To compare the latency of correct and error responses, t-tests were carried out comparing mean correct RT to mean error RT in each condition, for all subjects who made
errors in that condition. These statistical analyses confirmed the patterns in the grand means shown in Fig. 1. Error responses were quite slow in the conditions with a singular local noun. In the SS individual condition, those subjects who made errors averaged 477 ms for correct responses and 566 ms for errors, though due to the small number of errors (and resulting variability) this difference was not significant (t(13) = 1.7, p = .11). In the SS collective condition, errors were significantly slower than correct responses (564 ms vs. 480 ms; t(27) = 2.99, p < .01; halfwidth of the 95% CI for the 84 ms difference was 58 ms; hereafter, halfwidths are referred to simply as CIs). In the conditions with a plural local noun, the difference between the latencies of errors and correct responses did not approach significance (SP individual, 545 ms vs. 537 ms; t(26) < 1; SP collective, 545 ms vs. 550 ms: t(29) < 1).

Discussion

This experiment provided straightforward replication of the response proportion and singular RT effects obtained by Haskell and MacDonald (2003). As in Haskell and MacDonald’s experiment, a collective head noun and a plural local noun each increased the frequency of plural responses, with the latter effect being somewhat larger. In both studies, the interpretation of any interaction in the response proportion data is complicated by the potential presence of ceiling effects.

One difference between the results of the present study and Haskell and MacDonald’s results is in the overall frequency of plural responses. Haskell and MacDonald reported essentially no errors in the SS individual condition, and only about 1% errors in the SP individual condition. This very low rate of number attraction errors is somewhat surprising, considering that Vigliocco and Nicol (1998), who also had participants produce questions with a fronted auxiliary, found a much higher error rate, similar to the rate of attraction errors in declarative sentences. In the present study, participants made errors almost 4% of the time in the SS individual condition and over 18% of the time in the SP individual condition. Even in the SP collective condition, Haskell and MacDonald’s participants used the plural only 11% of the time, while in the present study participants selected the plural in this condition almost 33% of the time. The size of the number attraction effect in the present study is only slightly higher than the average of estimates in the literature, and the present results are also in line with estimates of the rate of plural agreement with collective heads (see, e.g., the meta-analysis conducted by Eberhard et al. (2005)).

As in Haskell and MacDonald’s study, the present experiment found significant slowing of correct responses when the head noun was a collective, and when the local noun was plural; and as in that study, there was no convincing evidence of an interaction effect on correct RT. The effect of local noun number on correct RT was more than twice the size of the effect of head noun type, which is once again consistent with the results reported by Haskell and MacDonald. (Haskell and MacDonald did not report the effect sizes directly, but based on inspection of their Fig. 1, it appears that the effect of a plural local noun was about twice as large as the effect of a collective head noun.) Thus, the RT effects reported by Haskell and MacDonald appear to be reliable, and appear to generalize to an experimental paradigm with rather different characteristics.

The new finding in this experiment relates to the comparison of correct RT and error RT. Number attraction errors (i.e., errors made in the presence of a plural local noun) were not significantly different in their latency than the corresponding correct responses. On the other hand, error RT was slower than singular RT in the singular local noun conditions. The increased latency of errors has a clear explanation in the SS individual condition, as here it is plausible that errors would tend to occur primarily (or only) when the participant has been distracted, or when her attention has lapsed. Recently, Ratcliff and Tuerlinckx (2002) have explicitly added a “contaminant” parameter to the diffusion model to account for such anomalous responses, which would tend to occur with equal probability in all conditions, but would be likely to make up a large proportion of the error responses when errors are quite rare. In the SS collective condition, contaminant responses alone are unlikely to account for the slowing of errors. In this condition, plural responses may arise from a process that is not, in fact, identical to the process that leads to singular responses. It is possible that on some proportion of trials, the presence of a collective head noun triggers a relatively slow decision process (perhaps a process of deciding whether to conceptualize the referent of the head noun in a collective or distributive manner; Humphreys & Bock, 2005), and that plural responses arise disproportionately from this slow process. From the present perspective, it is important to note that the finding of inflated error RT in the SS conditions suggests that the lack of such a finding in the SP conditions is not due to a lack of sensitivity of the experimental paradigm, or to a lack of statistical power.

Experiments 2 and 3 tested whether factors that modulate the rate of number attraction errors (i.e., the mismatch asymmetry and the syntactic depth effect) also modulate the degree of slowing of correct RT. This result would be expected on the view that number attraction errors and slowing of correct responses are two overt indices of a single underlying factor affecting the difficulty of agreement decisions, such as the value of \( S(r) \) in the Eberhard et al. parameter values for fixed effects in mixed linear model of singular RT in Experiment 1, in ms, and associated confidence intervals and p-values. All confidence intervals and p-values obtained by MCMC sampling (Baayen et al., 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>95% CI – lower</th>
<th>95% CI – upper</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>553.59</td>
<td>510.63</td>
<td>594.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head noun: individual</td>
<td>–26.89</td>
<td>–48.80</td>
<td>–3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local noun: singular</td>
<td>–66.04</td>
<td>–88.04</td>
<td>–43.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: individual head noun &amp; singular local noun</td>
<td>–9.81</td>
<td>–40.18</td>
<td>20.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(2005) model. Experiments 2 and 3 also provided additional tests of the finding that number attraction errors do not differ in their latency from correct responses in the presence of an attractor.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 tested whether the effect of a number attractor on decision latency is less pronounced when the head noun is plural and the local noun singular (the PS configuration), as in this configuration the rate of attraction errors tends to be reduced, as discussed above. In the critical sentences in Experiment 2, the subject phrase contained both a head noun and a local noun, as in Experiment 1. The head noun was either singular or plural, and the local noun either matched or mismatched the head noun in number. These conditions are illustrated in (2a–d) below:

(2) a. The door to the office (SS)
   b. The door to the offices (SP)
   c. The doors to the offices (PP)
   d. The doors to the office (PS)

Method

Participants

There were 24 participants in Experiment 2.

Materials

One hundred sixty experimental quadruplets like (2a–d) above were constructed. These were adapted from items used in five previous studies of subject–verb number agreement (Bock & Cutting, 1992; Bock & Eberhard, 1993; Bock & Miller, 1991; Bock et al., 2004; Vigliocco & Nicol, 1998). As in Experiment 1, the fragments ranged from five to eight words in length. Four versions of each fragment were constructed, by manipulating head noun and local noun number as described above. The items were separated into four lists, with each list containing 40 items in each of the four experimental conditions, and with each item appearing in one of its versions on each list.

The 160 experimental fragments were combined with 80 filler fragments. These fillers were made up of 40 of each of two types used in Experiment 1: The initial noun could be the head of a relative clause, while the second noun was the subject of a complement clause (e.g., The rose bush that the gardener), or the initial noun could be the matrix subject, while the second noun was the subject of a complement clause (e.g., The diplomat believes that the gardener). These particular filler types were included in order to require participants to attend to the number of the second noun phrase in the fragment, as with these constructions it is the second noun phrase that controls agreement with a subsequent verb. Singular was the correct response for half of the items of each of the two filler types, so that in the experiment as a whole each of the two response options was correct on 50% of trials. The 80 filler items and the 160 experimental items were presented in an individually randomized order to each participant.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to Experiment 1, with the exceptions that: (a) the words IS and ARE were used as response options, instead of WAS and WERE and (b) the location of each of the response options was rotated so that half of the participants used their dominant hand for singular, and half for plural. There were no significant main effects or interactions related to this between-subjects manipulation, so it is left out of all analyses below.

Results

Fewer than 1% of experimental trials were excluded due to responses exceeding the 1200 ms deadline (28 of 3840 trials). One experimental item was excluded altogether, due to a programming error. The barplot in Fig. 2 shows the mean correct and error RT in each condition (with standard errors), and provides the proportion correct responses in each condition.

As for Experiment 1, logistic regression was used to assess the effects of the experimental manipulations on response proportions (Table 3). As expected, there was a significant effect of a mismatching local noun on accuracy (p < .001), and also a significant interaction effect (p < .001), with a larger mismatch effect for the singular head conditions than for the plural head conditions. As the proportions in Fig. 2 indicate, this interaction was driven in part by lower accuracy in the SP condition than in the PS condition, and in part by higher accuracy in the SS condition than in the PP condition.

Table 4 displays the results of the mixed linear model analysis of correct RT. As for the accuracy data, there was a significant effect of match vs. mismatch on RT, and also a significant interaction effect. As Fig. 2 indicates, mean correct RT was very similar in the SS and PP conditions (435 ms and 436 ms, respectively) but substantially longer in the SP condition than in the PS condition (533 ms and 492 ms, respectively).

As for Experiment 1, error RT was compared to correct RT by carrying out t-tests on subject means in each condition. As in Experiment 1, error RT was longer than correct RT in the SS condition (522 ms vs. 438 ms), though again, this sizable difference was not significant due to the small number of errors (t(12) = 1.82, p = .09). However, error RT was significantly longer than correct RT in the PP condition (604 ms vs. 437 ms; t(21) = 3.97, p < .001; 95% CI was 88 ms). In both mismatch conditions, error RT was numerically slower than correct RT, though in neither condition did this difference reach full statistical significance (SP: 554 ms vs. 530 ms, t(23) = 1.59, p = .13, 95% CI was 31 ms; PS: 539 ms vs. 496 ms, t(23) = 2.05, p = .053, 95% CI was 44 ms).

Discussion

Beginning with the accuracy data, Experiment 2 successfully replicated the basic number attraction and mismatch asymmetry effects: More agreement errors were made in the presence of a mismatching local noun, and this mismatch effect was stronger when the head noun was singular than when the head noun was plural. These find-
ings are important in validating the experimental paradigm. The fact that number attraction exists in this paradigm and the fact that its strength depends on head number support the inference that in choosing a grammatical continuation in the present paradigm, participants are computing agreement using mechanisms that are similar to those that are employed in the standard laboratory production paradigm.

Two aspects of the accuracy data are worth noting. First, more errors were made in the PP condition than in the SS condition. Thus, the critical interaction effect was due only in part to a finding of more errors in the SP condition than in the PS condition, and in part to a difference between the “baseline” match conditions. Second, there were number attraction errors in the PS condition as well as in the SP condition. Summing up these two issues, accuracy might have been expected to be closer to ceiling in both the PP and PS conditions.

In fact, these findings are consistent with the literature as a whole. In some English production studies (e.g., Bock & Cutting, 1992; Bock & Miller, 1992; Eberhard, 1997; Franck et al., 2002; Vigliocco & Nicol, 1998) as well as studies in other languages (e.g., Vigliocco et al., 1995, for Italian; Franck et al., 2006, for French) there is at least some difficulty in the PP condition (indeed, in one experiment Franck et al., 2006, somewhat paradoxically found the highest rate of agreement errors in this condition; for discussion of this phenomenon, see Franck et al., 2002, 2004). Moreover, it is not the case that the mismatch asymmetry always takes the form of a substantial error rate in the SP condition and no agreement errors in the PS condition. While this is sometimes the pattern, it is also common for researchers to report some errors in the PS condition and there are even isolated studies reporting little difference between the SP and PS conditions (e.g., Franck et al., 2002, for both

Table 3
Parameter values for fixed effects in mixed logistic regression model of response proportions in Experiment 2, in log odds, and associated standard errors and probabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.587</td>
<td>.193</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head noun: singular</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>.243</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local noun: mismatch</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>.144</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: singular head noun &amp; mismatching local noun</td>
<td>-1.764</td>
<td>.268</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Parameter values for fixed effects in mixed linear model of singular RT in Experiment 2, in ms, and associated confidence intervals and p-values. All confidence intervals and p-values obtained by MCMC sampling (Baayen et al., 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>95% CI – lower</th>
<th>95% CI – upper</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>438.03</td>
<td>394.66</td>
<td>482.10</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head noun: singular</td>
<td>-2.51</td>
<td>-17.87</td>
<td>12.87</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local noun: mismatch</td>
<td>54.63</td>
<td>38.06</td>
<td>70.59</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: singular head noun &amp; mismatching local noun</td>
<td>44.58</td>
<td>21.43</td>
<td>68.22</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Experiment 2: mean correct RT and mean error RT in each experimental condition. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Proportion correct is provided beneath the condition labels.
French and English). In sum, the finding of an accuracy ordering $SS > PP > PS > SP$ is consistent with the overall picture that emerges from the literature. A critical point is that in the present experiment, the error rate was relatively high overall. This suggests that accurate performance in the paradigm used here may be slightly more difficult than in the standard production paradigm, allowing performance in all conditions to come off ceiling, and allowing the four-way distinction between conditions to become more clearly evident.

Turning to the RT data, Experiment 2 clearly replicated the finding of increased correct RT when the local noun mismatches the head noun in number. Moreover, this RT effect was significantly larger in the singular head conditions than in the plural head conditions; in other words, the magnitude of the RT effect reflected the mismatch asymmetry. Apparently, correct RT closely tracks changes in accuracy across conditions, with lower accuracy corresponding to longer RT.

As in Experiment 1, error RT was much slower than correct RT on the relatively rare occasions on which an error was made in the absence of a number attractor. Error RT was also numerically slower than correct RT in the mismatch conditions, but this difference was not fully significant in either condition. Experiments 3 and 4 provide additional opportunities to assess the relative speed of errors and correct responses in the presence of mismatching local noun.

Finally, the comparison between the SS and PP conditions is also notable. Though errors were more likely in the PP condition, correct RT was essentially identical in the two conditions. And as noted above, when errors were made in the PP condition they tended to be dramatically slower than correct responses. This suggests that errors in the PP condition, unlike errors in the mismatch conditions, may not be due to the general difficulty of the decision process in this condition, but to difficulty that is triggered (for some reason) on a small minority of trials.

**Experiment 3**

The main purpose of Experiment 3 was to assess whether the reduction in the rate of number attraction errors associated with a deeply-embedded local noun is also associated with a reduced effect on correct RT.

**Method**

**Participants**

There were 36 participants in Experiment 3.

**Materials**

The items in Experiment 3 consisted of modified versions of 144 of the 160 items used in Experiment 2. Four critical experimental conditions were created. In all of these conditions the head noun was singular, while the local noun could be either singular or plural. In two of the conditions, the local noun was within a prepositional phrase that was either a modifier or an argument of the head noun, as in (3c and d) below. Two modifiers preceded the local noun, resulting in a fragment that was seven words in length. In the other two conditions, the local noun was the final word of a subject-extracted relative clause following the head noun, as in (3c and d). These versions were also seven words in length, and the central questions involved the comparison between these length-matched conditions. Two additional conditions (3e and f) were also included, which were identical to conditions (a and b) except that the modifiers preceding the local noun were eliminated, so that the fragments were five words in length. The purpose of these additional conditions was primarily to reduce the predictability of the timing of the onset of the response options, and results from these conditions will not be discussed below. (While comparisons between conditions (a and b) and conditions (e and f) might have been used to explore the issue of how prepositional phrase length affects number attraction (Bock & Cutting, 1992), additional experiments not reported here suggested that in the present paradigm there are sizable, and difficult to interpret, effects of the length of the fragment preceding the response options on participants’ readiness to respond, reflected in RT.)

(3) a. The judge for the important criminal trial (SS)
   b. The judge for the important criminal trials (SP)
   c. The judge who presided over the trial (SS relative clause)
   d. The judge who presided over the trials (SP relative clause)
   e. The judge for the trial
   f. The judge for the trials.

The items were separated into six lists, with each list containing 24 items in each of the six conditions.

The 144 experimental fragments were combined with 120 fillers. These fillers included 40 fragments with a coordinated subject phrase (e.g., *The sail and the mast*), 40 in which the initial noun was modified by an object-extracted relative clause, while the second noun was the subject of this relative clause (e.g., *The rose bush that the gardeners*), and 40 in which the initial noun was the matrix subject, while the second noun was the subject of a verbal complement clause (e.g., *The diplomat believes that the guards*). For all 120 of these fragments, the correct response was plural. The 144 experimental items and 120 fillers were presented in an individually randomized order to each participant.

**Procedure**

The procedure was identical to Experiment 1.

**Results**

Fewer than 1% of experimental trials were excluded due to responses missing the 1200 ms deadline (36 out of 5184). An additional 16 trials were eliminated due to a programming error. Fig. 3 displays correct and error RT for the critical conditions, along with the proportion correct in each condition.

The results of a logistic regression on the proportion correct responses are shown in Table 5. A mismatching local noun again reduced the probability of a correct response. There was a significant interaction with structure type, as an attractor within a relative clause had a smaller
effect than one within a prepositional phrase. The same pattern is seen in the analysis of correct RT (Table 6). A mismatching local noun increased correct RT, but this increase was smaller when the local noun was within a relative clause than when it was within a prepositional phrase.

Turning to the comparison of error RT and correct RT, errors in the SS condition were again slower than correct responses, though nonsignificantly so (556 ms vs. 454 ms; \( t(9) = 1.24, p = .25 \)). Errors were also nonsignificantly slower than correct responses in the SS relative clause condition (465 ms vs. 442 ms; \( t(8) < 1 \)). Errors were marginally faster than correct responses in the SP condition (527 ms vs. 568 ms; \( t(30) = 1.95, p = .06, 95\% CI \) was 43 ms), and were nonsignificantly faster than correct responses in the SP relative clause condition (526 ms vs. 538 ms; \( t(27) < 1 \)).

**Discussion**

The results from Experiment 3 are straightforward. Like the mismatch asymmetry, the modulation of number attraction by syntactic depth was replicated in the current paradigm. In addition, there was again a correspondence between error rate and correct RT. A number attractor in a relative clause induced fewer errors than one within a prepositional phrase, and also had a smaller effect on the latency of correct responses. As in Experiments 1 and 2, number attraction errors were not significantly different in their latency from the corresponding correct responses. Across the six mismatch conditions in the three experiments, errors were numerically slower than correct responses four times, and were numerically faster than correct responses twice.
Together, the results from Experiments 2 and 3 argue against certain very simple explanations of the effect of a number attractor on response latency. For example, it might have been proposed, based on Experiment 1 (and on Haskell & MacDonald, 2003) that the presence of a mismatching local noun slows responding simply because, when this noun is present, correct verb agreement requires inhibiting a response to an irrelevant aspect of the stimulus, which increases RT in a wide range of paradigms, such as the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935). But Experiments 2 and 3 illustrate that the strength of the effect of a mismatching local noun on RT is modulated by the mismatch asymmetry and by syntactic depth. Thus, an account claiming that the RT effect is due to inhibition of a response to an irrelevant distractor must explain why it is harder to inhibit a response to a plural local noun than to a singular one, and why it is easier to inhibit a response to a local noun that is within a clausal modifier. The critical variables that determine RT appear to relate to linguistic features and linguistic structure, rather than to superficial stimulus properties.

Finally, it is reasonable to ask how regular is the relationship between response proportions and RT across the 12 conditions in Experiments 1–3. This relationship is illustrated in panel (a) of Fig. 4, which plots overall RT against the probability of a plural response for these 12 conditions. There is indeed a rather regular relationship, with RT increasing as the probability of a plural response moves closer to .5, even though these data were gathered from three distinct groups of subjects, with distinct sets of items, and therefore a substantial amount of between-experiment variability would be expected. However, there is a suggestion of non-linearity in the relationship. Panel (b) of Fig. 4 plots overall RT against \( S(r) \), computed from the probability of a plural response by using Eberhard et al.'s (2005) logistic transformation, adopting their value for the scaling parameter of \( r \) (panel b). The vertical line in each graph corresponds to an \( r \) value of each of these variables directly reflecting \( S(r) \).

**Experiment 4**

It is clear from the results of both Vigliocco and Nicol (1998) and Haskell and MacDonald (2003) that number attraction can occur in a configuration in which the attractor does not intervene linearly between the head of the subject phrase and the inflected verbal element. The finding that a fronted auxiliary in a yes–no question is subject to number attraction can be explained on the assumption that agreement is computed on an intermediate representation constructed in the course of grammatical encoding, in which constituents have not yet been assigned their final linear ordering (Vigliocco & Nicol, 1998). What is more surprising is the existence of number attraction in a configuration in which the attracting noun intervenes neither in the surface representation nor in any posited intermediate representation. Such apparently non-intervening attraction was investigated in the very first experimental study of number attraction (Bock & Miller, 1991, Experiment 3; cf. Kimball & Aissen, 1971). Bock and Miller presented preambles that consisted of a noun followed by a relative pronoun and a relative clause subject (e.g. *The colonies that the king*, so that a completion required both a relative clause verb (with *the king* as subject) and a main clause verb (with *the colonies* as subject). In contrast to yes–no questions, on the standard analysis of such object-extracted relative clauses there is no underlying “pre-movement” representation in which the initial noun intervenes between the relative clause subject and the relative clause verb (though see the discussion of Franck et al., 2006, below). Participants made frequent number agreement errors on the relative clause verb when the initial noun and relative clause subject mismatched in number. As usual, this effect was strongest when the attracting noun (in this case, the initial noun) was plural.

Interestingly, Bock and Miller also found that the error rate in this configuration was affected by the animacy of the initial noun, with many more errors appearing when this noun was animate, and therefore a plausible agent. In previous experiments, they had found that animacy did not have a similar effect on the error rate in the standard configuration in which the attracting noun appeared in a prepositional phrase postmodifier (a conclusion that has
The present experiment was designed to arbitrate between Bock and Miller's (1991) original speculation about the source of attraction in the object relative clause configuration, and the account more recently offered by Franck et al. (2006). On the Franck et al. account, there is no reason to assume that the pattern of effects of a non-intervening attractor on accuracy and RT should be qualitatively different from the patterns of effects caused by an intervening attractor, as it is posited by Franck et al. that the attractor in the relative clause configuration does in fact intervene, at the stage at which agreement is computed. On Bock and Miller's account, on the other hand, agreement errors arise in the object-extracted relative clause configuration because, due to the complexity of the construction, the speaker is sometimes confused about which noun phrase is in fact the subject of the relative clause verb. Thus, the Bock and Miller account allows for distinct data patterns to emerge: specifically, it suggests that errors due to a non-intervening attractor might differ in RT from the correct responses, on the assumption that error trials involve distinct processing problems. On the other hand, the Bock and Miller account suggests that correct responses in the presence of a non-intervening attractor might show little slowing compared to correct responses in the corresponding match condition, as there is no mismatching local noun within the subject phrase capable of exerting a regular influence on the all-in valuation of subject phrase number.

**Method**

**Participants**

There were 24 participants in Experiment 4. Three participants were excluded and replaced, one due to performance that was not significantly above chance, and two because in debriefing they reported adopting specific strategies based on key words.

**Materials**

The items in Experiment 4 were created by adapting the 160 items used in Experiment 2. The SS and SP conditions were retained from that experiment, and two new conditions were created by inverting the order of the head noun and local noun, making the local noun into the initial noun and the head noun into the relative clause subject. The four conditions are shown in (4a–d) below. Note that condition (d) is referred to as the SP non-intervening condition, despite the fact that the plural noun linearly precedes the singular noun. In what follows, this plural noun will also be referred to as the “local” noun, for ease of exposition.

(4) a. The key to the cabinet (SS)  
b. The key to the cabinets (SP)  
c. The cabinet that the key (SS non-intervening)  
d. The cabinets that the key (SP non-intervening)

In order to construct semantically sensible relative clause conditions, 19 of the 160 items had to be modified, usually by changing one of the two nouns.

Four counterbalancing lists were created with 40 items in each condition on each list. The 160 experimental items
were combined with 80 filler items, for which plural was the correct response. Twenty of these fillers used a prepositional phrase structure similar to that in (4a and b), and twenty used a relative clause structure similar to that in (4c and d). An additional twenty used a coordinated subject phrase, and a final twenty used a sentence complement structure. The experimental items and fillers were presented in an individually randomized order to each participant.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to Experiments 1 and 3.

Results

About 1% of experimental trials were excluded due to responses missing the 1200 ms deadline (39 out of 3840). Fig. 5 displays the mean correct and error RT in each condition, as well as the proportion correct responses. Several departures from previous patterns are evident. First, while the effect of a number attractor on accuracy was roughly similar in the intervening and non-intervening configurations, the effect on correct RT was more than twice as large in the intervening configuration as in the non-intervening configuration. This is due to much longer RT in the SS non-intervening condition than in the SS condition, but more similar RT in the two SP conditions. Second, error RT is again very similar to correct RT in the SP condition, but is clearly longer than correct RT in the SP non-intervening condition.

Mixed-effects logistic regression on the proportion correct responses (Table 7) confirms that the size of the attraction effect on accuracy was not significantly smaller in the non-intervening conditions than in the intervening conditions; only the main effect of local noun number was significant. However, a mixed linear model with correct RT as the dependent measure (Table 8) reveals a highly significant interaction. The non-intervening configuration and the presence of a number attractor each increased RT, but these effects were underadditive, with the number attraction effect being much smaller in the non-intervening conditions.

Turning to the comparison of the latencies of errors and correct responses, error RT was again very slow in the SS condition (547 ms vs. 431 ms), and on this occasion the difference was significant ($t(10) = 2.39, p < .05, 95\%\ CI$ was 108 ms). Error RT was also slow compared to correct RT
in the SS non-intervening condition (569 ms vs. 450 ms; \(t(14) = 3.21, p < .01, 95\% \text{ CI was 80 ms}\)). Again, error RT was not significantly different from correct RT in the SP condition (501 ms vs. 516 ms; \(t(22) < 1\)). However, error RT was significantly slower than correct RT in the SP non-intervening condition (589 ms vs. 511 ms; \(t(22) = 2.53, p < .02, 95\% \text{ CI was 64 ms}\)).

**Discussion**

The results from this experiment may be summarized as follows. The error rate in the presence of a non-intervening attractor was not significantly different from the error rate in the presence of an intervening attractor. However, the RT patterns were very different. First, the slowing of correct responses in the SP non-intervening condition, compared to the SS non-intervening condition, was much less pronounced than the slowing in the SP condition, compared to the SS condition. Thus, there was a highly significant interaction effect on correct RT. Second, errors made in the presence of an intervening attractor were not slower than the corresponding correct responses (indeed, they were numerically faster), but errors made in the presence of a non-intervening attractor were significantly slower than the corresponding correct responses.

These results support an account of non-intervening attraction according to which this type of attraction is not assimilated to the usual (i.e., intervening) variety. While non-intervening attraction looks like intervening attraction in terms of the rate of agreement errors it induces, it is clearly distinct from intervening attraction in terms of its effect on processing, when RT is taken into account. A non-intervening attractor has a relatively small effect on the duration of the agreement computation process on those trials on which the correct verb form is ultimately chosen, while having a rather pronounced effect on the duration of the agreement computation process on those trials on which the incorrect form is chosen. One explanation of this pattern would be by way of Bock and Miller’s (1991) idea that when a speaker must produce the relative clause verb in an object relative construction, he or she occasionally experiences a “subject identification problem.” On a minority of trials, the speaker loses track of which noun phrase is the matrix subject and which is the relative clause subject, and resolving this confusion (a process which is often unsuccessful) takes considerable time. The cases in which this subject identification problem occurs are disproportionately cases in which an error is ultimately made.

One caveat regarding the interpretation of this experiment is that it is possible that comprehension difficulties played some role in generating the pattern of results. As noted above, object relative clauses are notoriously difficult for comprehenders. Indeed, it is clear that the non-intervening configuration increased RT, even in the SS condition. Furthermore, subject identification problems would likely be more prevalent in comprehension than in production, where the speaker presumably knows, at least at the outset, which noun phrase was intended as the matrix subject, and which as the relative clause subject. Thus, it seems especially important to replicate the RT results of Experiment 4 in a more traditional production paradigm.

**General discussion**

The principal results from the preceding four experiments were as follows. In all experiments, the presence of an intervening number attractor reliably induced errors when participants were required to choose a number-inflated verb form that would provide a grammatical continuation of a subject phrase presented in RSVP format. In addition, a number attractor reliably increased the latency of correct responses. The error rate was modulated by factors that are known to affect the error rate in spoken production studies (i.e., the mismatch asymmetry, the syntactic depth effect). The effect of a number attractor on correct RT was also modulated by these factors, as this effect was significantly smaller in the conditions that induced fewer errors. Responses were also slowed when the head noun denoted a collective; there were additive effects of head noun collectivity and local noun number on singular RT and on the proportion of singular responses, replicating the pattern obtained by Haskell and MacDonald (2003). Errors made in conditions with an intervening number attractor were not reliably faster or slower than the corresponding correct responses; across the four experiments, there was no consistent trend in either direction, and in no condition was the difference between errors and correct responses fully significant. Experiment 4 found that a non-intervening attractor induced errors at a rate similar to an intervening attractor, but that the effect of a non-intervening attractor on correct RT was much smaller. In addition, errors made in the presence of a non-intervening attractor were significantly slower than correct responses.

The results confirm the predictions laid out in the Introduction regarding intervening number attraction. An intervening attractor affects both the difficulty of the agreement computation process, as reflected in RT, and its ultimate outcome, as reflected in response proportions, with these two variables being tightly coupled. There is no compelling evidence that agreement computation is especially difficult in those cases in which an error is actually made. An adequate explanation of number attraction errors should account for these findings, and as noted in the Introduction, one way to do this is in the manner of the Eberhard et al. (2005) model, which claims that a num-

**Table 8**

Parameter values for fixed effects in mixed linear model of singular RT in Experiment 4, in ms, and associated confidence intervals and \(p\)-values. All confidence intervals and \(p\)-values obtained by MCMC sampling (Baayen et al., 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>95% CI lower</th>
<th>95% CI upper</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>388.44</td>
<td>345.86</td>
<td>433.60</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type: non-intervening</td>
<td>69.49</td>
<td>54.02</td>
<td>84.70</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local noun: mismatch</td>
<td>122.87</td>
<td>106.10</td>
<td>139.11</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction: non-intervening &amp; mismatching local noun</td>
<td>-72.04</td>
<td>-93.35</td>
<td>-47.26</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ber attractor affects a continuously-valued representation of subject number on every trial, with errors arising from a probabilistic decision process that takes this representation as input. Fig. 4 suggests that in fact $S(r)$, the continuously-valued quantity that the Eberhard et al. (2005) model takes response proportions to reflect, may actually be a better linear predictor of RT than are response proportions themselves.

The results of Experiment 4 suggest that non-intervening attraction should receive a different kind of explanation (as originally proposed by Bock & Miller, 1991), as it appears that a non-intervening attractor has its most dramatic effect on RT when an error is actually made. The findings from Experiment 4 are also critical in demonstrating the ability of the experimental paradigm used here to detect slow errors; in light of these findings, the contrasting results regarding intervening attraction are especially compelling.

As noted above, one interesting feature of an account like that of Eberhard et al. is that number attraction errors (when these are due to an intervening attractor) are not interpreted in representational terms. Unlike the percolation account, which claims that errors arise in those cases in which the wrong number feature has been associated with the subject phrase as a whole, the Eberhard et al. account asserts no representational difference between errors and correct agreement decisions. The percolation account fails to predict the results obtained here primarily because, at least on the version advanced in the literature, it would not seem to predict any RT effects at all. But it is important to ask whether, more generally, it is possible for an account that assumes a representational difference between errors and correct agreement decisions to deal with the present results. The answer is clearly yes, with the caveat that such an account must assume that the speaker’s final representation of subject number is settled through competition between activated representations, and that this competitive process takes time. For example, the present results could be predicted by a percolation-style account which claims that number features within the subject phrase engage in resource-demanding competition for instantiation on the root node of the phrase. In the terms of the Eberhard et al. model, one might imagine a process of time-consuming competition between the various $S(m)$ values in the subject phrase for influence of $S(r)$. In this variant, trial-to-trial variability in verb number might emerge from this competitive process of number valuation rather than from a stochastic decision process taking subject number as input.

In fact, a representational account that would seem to involve the appropriate competitive machinery has recently been proposed by Badecker and Kuminiak (2007), who suggested that attraction errors (both number attraction and, in their own studies, gender attraction) result from an error arising within a content-addressable retrieval mechanism (cf. Lewis & Vasishth, 2005; Lewis, Vasishth, & Van Dyke, 2006). They proposed that computing subject–verb agreement requires retrieval of the subject from working memory, presumably at a relatively late stage of the production process. This retrieval operation is cue-based rather than, e.g., serial, with the search being guided by various cues to subjecthood. Badecker and Kuminiak write that:
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The retrieval account has means to deal with both the syntactic depth effect and the mismatch asymmetry, and some attraction phenomena that do not appear to have a natural explanation on the percolation account are more easily explained on the retrieval view. For example, case disambiguation of the nouns in the subject phrase, in German and Dutch, seems to eliminate attraction errors (Hartsuiker et al., 2003). Badecker and Kuminiak also found that overt case marking eliminated gender attraction errors in Slovak. Overt case marking would not obviously affect the probability of a local noun’s number feature percolating up the structure of the subject phrase, but it is plausible that overt nominative case would be a valid subject retrieval cue, and that overtly non-nominative case would make a local noun less likely to be mis-identified as the subject. However, the retrieval account would also seem to have certain drawbacks. For example, it would seem to predict an increase in attraction errors when the local noun is an especially likely subject on semantic grounds. As noted above, Bock and Miller (1991) and Barker et al. (2001) found that in the standard intervening configuration, an animate attractor was not especially likely to induce an error.

Though this is inexplicit in Badecker and Kuminiak’s exposition, it is easy to see how competition between elements in working memory could take time, and that the intensity of the competition (i.e., how evenly-matched the retrieval cues are) would predict both response proportions and the time it takes the retrieval process to complete. It is also plausible that errors and correct responses should have similar latencies, as the duration of the retrieval process would be due to the intensity of the competition between nouns, regardless of outcome.

The present data, then, cannot definitively arbitrate between an account according to which there is no representational difference between errors and correct responses (Eberhard et al., 2005), and an account on which there is such a difference, as long as this latter account assumes that the final representation of subject number is arrived at by way of a time-consuming competition process. However, there are at least two arguments in favor of the former account. The first is parsimony. The choice is between an account on which the probability of a singular or plural verb directly reflects the relative strength of singular and plural number information in the subject phrase, and an account on which overt agreement behavior in a
given instance reflects a determine “inner” representation of subject number, which in turn reflects, in a probabilistic manner, the relative strength of singular and plural information. There is no obvious theoretical motivation for this two-stage model, if a one-stage model achieves equal empirical coverage. The one-stage model does away with an undetectable (and perhaps philosophically suspect) representational level.

Secondly, representational accounts such as the retrieval account would seem to make one important empirical prediction that is not borne out by the data. If number attraction errors are due to the speaker or comprehender actually being in error about which noun within the subject phrase is the agreement controller, then this error should have ramifications downstream. There are two studies bearing on this question. Antón-Méndez, Nicol, and Garrett (2002) took advantage of the fact that in Spanish a predicate adjective must agree with the subject in both gender and number. Their experiment varied both the number and the grammatical gender of the head and local nouns in a visual preamble, which was presented together with an adjective. The participant was required to produce a predictive sentence, which required producing both a number-inflected copula and selecting the appropriate number and gender inflections for the adjective. If number attraction is due to the speaker treating the wrong noun as the head of the subject phrase, then number agreement errors and gender agreement errors ought to occur together. In fact, though the paradigm successfully induced both number and gender attraction errors, these two types of errors were statistically independent: The errors occurred together only about as often as would be expected based on the product of the probabilities of each error type. (Number attraction errors on the copula and on the adjective did have a strong tendency to occur together, but this result would be expected based on the assumption that there is only a single decision process that determines predicate number.)

More recently, Lau, Wagers, Stroud, and Phillips (2008) performed a comprehension experiment, using self-paced reading, in which number agreement in a cleft construction was either correct or in error, and in which a verb–object relation was either plausible or implausible (e.g., The phone by the toilet(s) were/was what Patrick dialed/flushed as he…). As expected, they found a number attraction effect on the copula, as the reading time effect of an agreement violation was reduced when the local noun was plural. They also found that an implausible verb–object relation led to increased reading times just after the critical verb. However, there was no hint of an interaction of these manipulations, suggesting that attraction did not actually lead readers to take the local noun to be the subject. If readers had taken toilets to be the subject, then flushed would have been plausible, not implausible, and presumably the reading time effect of the implausible thematic relation would have been reduced.

In sum, based on the results of Antón-Méndez et al. (2002) it appears that when speakers make number attraction errors they do not also take the subject to have the local noun’s grammatical gender, and based on the results of Lau et al. (2008) it appears that when readers fall victim to number attraction they do not also treat the local noun as the semantic subject. These results would seem difficult to square with the view that number attraction is due to a retrieval process identifying the wrong noun as the head of the subject phrase. It should be acknowledged that a retrieval-based account could make amendments to deal with these findings, perhaps by stipulating that the retrieval in question is specific to number agreement itself, and is not visible to the processing mechanism more generally, but it is not clear that such amendments would be well motivated.

Turning to a different issue, the present research suggests that intervening and non-intervening attraction may require different kinds of explanations. Eberhard et al. (2005) recognize that their phrase-internal spreading activation architecture cannot account for attraction from outside the subject phrase, and suggest that the model may ultimately have to place weight on syntactic connections between the root node of the subject phrase and nodes that are outside of this phrase. But in fact, the results of Experiment 4 suggest that, at least in the case of non-intervening attraction from the head of a relative clause, such an amendment may not be necessary, as the RT patterns associated with this type of attraction suggest that a rather different phenomenon may be at work. (There are other forms of attraction from outside the subject phrase, such as object attraction in languages with subject–object–verb order (Hartsuiker, Antón-Méndez, & van Zee, 2001) which may still need to be accounted for.)

Finally, some notes on methodology are in order. The present paradigm is clearly less naturalistic than the standard laboratory production paradigm for studying number attraction (which is itself not all that naturalistic), and it clearly involves elements of comprehension as well as production. Thus, it might be argued that the results obtained here are not informative about normal production. In response to this objection, it is important to emphasize the remarkable ability of this paradigm to mimic the standard production results. This paradigm showed the number attraction effect, the mismatch asymmetry, the syntactic depth effect, the tendency of collective heads to trigger plural agreement, and non-intervening attraction. Thus, an obvious inference is that the paradigm used here is indeed tapping into the aspects of the production process that are relevant to subject–verb agreement computation. Indeed, the fact that all these effects could be obtained in the present paradigm is itself informative, for this suggests that these effects probably do not arise at the stage of message-level planning of an utterance (as in the present paradigm participants never produced the subject phrase itself), but rather at a later stage of checking the verb’s number feature.
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